MFAA Mentor Profile
Mentor Profile Details
Full Name:

Cameron Wiles

Business Name:

Smartmove

Office Location/s:

Neutral Bay & Rhodes

Aggregator:

AFG

Phone:

=

0402 376 010

Email:

cameron@smartmove.com.au

Website:

www.smartmove.com.au

Additional Mentor Information
Years Practicing
as a Broker:
Qualifications
(Lending,
Mentoring,
Coaching, Other):

Program
Structure/Outline
(If running own
program):

13

Bachelor of Business (Majoring in Management)
Diploma Of Financial Services (Finance & Mortgage Broking Management)
MFAA Accredited Mentor

At Smartmove mentoring is done a little differently. While you still having a single point of contact (Head of
the Academy) that you can always go to, we use the combined experience and knowledge of the entire
broking team (20) to teach and mentor new team members. This is done intentionally to provide a learning
experience which is broad, detailed, but still personalised.
The Smartmove Academy is the vehicle with which Smartmove trains, develops and mentors new team
members into high achieving brokers.
The Smartmove Academy is effectively a 26-week training program aimed at being able to produce a high
achieving broker regardless of their industry knowledge or experience. The 26 week program is a stepped
program which builds on the knowledge gained in the prior weeks & months, which includes the formal
education requirements (Certificate IV & Diploma), Industry Association Membership, Lender
Accreditations, Detailed systems training including both internal (Smartmove) & external (Aggregator and
Lender) systems, side by side practical training with our team of existing brokers, weekly review and
mentoring sessions with the Head of the Academy (with a focus on soft skills training & what it means to be
a Smartmove Broker).
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MFAA Mentor Profile
Mentor Style
(Local or Remote):

=
Once the 26-week program is completed successful team members progress into a broking role within one
of our existing teams.
The Smartmove Academy is solely for new brokers to Smartmove and is not offered to independant
brokers, unless they are interested in joining the team.

Service
Commitment:
(Availability,
Query turnaround
times e.g. 24/7)

The benefit of this style of training and mentoring is that new team members get a wide range of exposure
to different clients, different scenarios & different broker styles. While at the same time receiving both
group and individual mentoring tailored to the individuals specific needs.

Payment
Structure/Options
if applicable:

As all brokers being mentored are part of Smartmove there is no cost, in fact you are being paid while
being mentored.

Additional
Comments and/or
Services:

The Head of the Academy is Cameron Wiles. Cameron is an award-winning broker with over 16 years
Residential, Commercial & SMSF lending experience, and currently leads a team of brokers who settle in
excess of $300M p.a.
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